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There are different ideas over what “Peace” is which result in a plurality of movements 

seeking diverse ideals of peace. Particularly, "anti-war" movements often have short-term goals, 
while peace movements advocate an on-going life-style and proactive government policy. The 
Peace movement is primarily characterized by a belief that humans should not wage war on each 
other or engage in violent over language, race or over religion or ideology. Long-term opponents 
of war preparations are primarily characterized by a belief that military power is not the 
equivalent of justice. The Peace movement tends to oppose the proliferation of dangerous 
technologies and weapons of mass destruction. 

 
Peace describes a society or a relationship that is operating harmoniously and without 

violent conflict. Peace is commonly understood as the absence of hostility or the existence of 
healthy or newly healed interpersonal or international relationships, safety in matters of social or 
economic welfare, the acknowledgment of equality and fairness in political relationships. In 
international relations, peacetime is the absence of any war or conflict. The study of peace also 
involves the causes for its absence or loss. These potential causes include: insecurity, social 
injustice, economic inequality, political and religious radicalism, and nationalism. 

 
Me as a simple Filipino living in the small country may not have enough voice to bring 

out my suggestions around the world but I can try if this will be enough.  So far, to be able to 
know how and what you can do promote peace, you must know first what is the meaning of 
peace.  Peace has so many meanings, but for me it is just living a simple life, with conscience, 
unity, brotherhood and others.  For me what I can do is just build up some organizations like a 
youth organization that endures, aimed and promotes such peace in our country.  How? I must 
instruct my member the true meaning of PEACE.  We can have some workshops, attributes, 
poster making that promote peace not war or much better some theatrical arts of showing 
peace.  I can unite with some religious sectors to help me supports, if I can show this with my 
youth organization, maybe we can convince our political sector to support this type of promoting 
peace. It will affect gradually our country as well as the whole world if they will just give me a 
chance or if this organization will succeed. 


